The new Cardinal Thermoformed Step is the latest addition to Cardinal’s family of quality products. The Cardinal Step is designed for durability, manufactured with precision, and built for easy assembly. Taking it a step further, we kept our eye on details such as using the thickest sheet material, a quick “click” fastening assembly, a molded attachment for concrete tube forms, and more.

Concrete tube attachment with a quick twist insert. Tube forms are securely placed for additional support for concrete decking.

Brace to tread attachment system in our support brace system was developed for easy assembly in the field, with no need for tools or adhesives. The fastening clips on the brace align with the sockets on the bottom of the tread support and securely interlock. Connect with confidence – in one easy step.

Continuous I-Beam strength and web corner design provide stronger support by eliminating weak areas found in earlier brace systems.

Superior tread support found underside is reinforced with molded channels for greater strength. The tread support extends the entire width of the stair providing maximum support.

A unique brace extension for our twin seat models provides additional support for sitting areas.

Thermoplastic sheet used to manufacture the step is the thickest in the industry.

For stair specifications, installation, or other information on our stairs, visit our website at cardinalsystemsinc.com
TLC® Total Liner Care
Our patented radius corner stair mount face plate is rounded at each bottom corner, mating with the side face plates for a truly professional look. Smooth corners mean no sharp edges inside the pool, eliminating a possible hazard during liner installation and providing added protection for pool users. When a liner replacement is necessary, face plate screws are easily removed.

Precision Grooved Face Plate
The back of the smooth, radius corner Stair Mount Face has been designed with ridges and grooves to ensure a leak-tight seal between the stair gasket and liner. This engineered, leak-tight system has been proven in over 250,000 installations.

Color Matched Pre-Punched Gasket
Our gasket blends with the stair and liner edge for a beautiful, color matched installation. The pre-punched gasket means an easier, quicker installation and assures that no gasket material will be wedged into the screw hole and cause leakage.

Improved Trim Strip
The trim strip, used to conceal the screws, is made from color matched, flexible plastic material. It can be easily pressed into the holding track and easily removed.

Permanent Deadend Block
The Cardinal Step easily adapts to all swimming pools. Our unique Deadend Block design helps assure watertight installation. A permanent, solid plastic Deadend Block is securely bonded at the factory. This block totally encapsulates all screws, assuring a non-leak installation.

New Colors!
Select Cardinal Thermoplastic Steps are available in Blue or Gray. New colors come with coordinating grooved faceplate, trim strip, and cap colors.

Lifetime Warranty
Strategically placed rebar openings for ground and brace-to-brace reinforcement.
Made of High Impact Polystyrene (HIPS)
Available on our most popular 4-tread models
8-foot models are supported with 5 braces.
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